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An Example of Nonlinear Wave Equation 
Whose Solutions Decay Faster than Exponentially 
MITSUHIRO NAKAO 
There are many papers which treat the lower boundedness of solutions 
of nonlinear wave equations (cf. [ 1, 2, 3, 5, etc.). From these works it 
seems reasonable to believe that the solutions of most of nonlinear wave 
equations would decay at most exponentially, namely, it would hold that 
E(u(r)) 3 C,,e “, t 3 0, 
for some C,>O and A > 0 depending on the initial datum (u(O), u,(O)), 
where E(u(r)) denotes the energy associated with the equation under 
consideration. 
In this note we give an example of the wave equation with certain 
singular nonlinearity whose solutions decay much faster than exponen- 
tially. Our example is; 
u,I--u,, + IUI I’u,+ 1uJ -1z1=o in IxR+ 
u(.u, 0) = ug, u,(x, 0) = u, and 4 ;/ = 0, 
where I is a bounded interval in R and r, s( are constants such that 
O<r<atl. 
In fact, we consider a more general equation: 
u,,-u,,.+$.(x, u)+g(s, u)=O in IxRc (1) 
with the conditions 
u(x, 0) = zig, u,(x, 0) = 0 and ul,,,=O. (2) 
We make the following assumptions on/‘and g. 
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A. 1. f is continuous on Ix R, continuously differentiable in u E R/(O) 
for each x E I and satisfies 
with 0 < r < 1, where k, is a positive constant and m(. ) is a continuous 
function on R + = [0, x). 
(A.2) g is continuous on Ix R and satisfies 
(4) 
for some k, >O,k,>O and x>O with O<r<a< 1, where r is the constant 
appearing in (3). 
Our result is; 
THEOREM. Let (u,, U,)E fi, x L”. Then the problem (l))(2) has a 
(generalized) solution us L’(R+: fi,) n W’~‘(R+; L’) sati&ing 
E(u(t))<C,expj-expLtJ, t>o (5) 
where C,, is u positive constant depending on /( UJ f,, + II u, /I f-2, L = log( 1 + v) 
btlith 
“=min(&,E)>O 
und 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 
“A solution” in theorem should be understood in the sense of dis- 
tribution, that is, u(O)=u, and 
s s ()I ,I -ud, +u,d.-.f‘(-x, u)d,+ uu,d} .xdt 
- s {f‘(x, uo(x) + u,(x)} 4(x, 0) d.y = 0 , 
for any 4 E C’(R+ x I) with compact support. 
For the proof it suffices to establish the a priori estimate (5) for assumed 
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(smooth) solution II: in fact, through appropriate approximate solutions 
(cf. 141) we could easily give a rigorous proof on the basis of standard 
compactness argument. 
Multiplying the equation by II, and integrating over Ix [r, t + l] we 
have 
=E(u(r))-E(u(t+ l))=D(t)‘. (6) 
In what follows Il.//,,, 1 d p d xc, denotes L”(I) norm. First of all we 
observe from (6) that 
Moreover, 
“, + I 
1 
l~u,(.s)ll; ds < c sup IIu(s)JI’, D(t)‘. (8) , rs,ir+l 
(C denotes generous positive constants.) By (8) there exist r, E [r, r + l/4], 
rz E [r + 3/4, r + 11 such that 
Next, multiplying the equation by u and integrating over [It,, r,] x 1 yields 
where we have used (6) in estimating the last term. Using the assumption 
on.L, (4) and (7) 
sup //U(Y) 11 ‘I- rji*. L 2r (10) I<,<!+1 
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Now, the following inequalities are essential for our proof; 
ll~~~~~ll~~~II~,~.~~II(:‘II~~.~~II:I~’(~, -@/(4-a)) 
d CE(u(s)) C1,!2 +(I --o,)/(z 1) 
6 CE(U(.s))‘4+~)2(4 ?‘) 
ll4.s)ll T d Cll~,(.~)ll~~ llu(s)li; :!j2 to2 F 2/p- 4) 
d CE( u(s)p4 xl 
and 
(11) 
(12) 
with p=(2-~)~‘(2 ‘+(a-r)(4-3) ‘). 
From (6), (8)-( 13) it follows that 
i 
‘> E(u(.s)) ds 6 C( sup E(u(s)) 14+x+2~134 “,D([) 
11 rst,cr+l 
+ sup E(u(s))‘“‘4 “‘D(r)’ 
rst<r+ I 
+ co sup E(u(s)) 14+x 2,)214 “‘o(t)], 
,<ss,, I 
Since E(u(t)) is bounded and decreasing, this implies 
E(u(t+ 1))6C,,(E(u(r))““4 “D(r)?+E(u(t))“‘+” 2)2’4 “‘D(r)).. (14) 
Moreover (14) implies 
E(tr(t+1))6C,,{E(u(t))““‘4 “+E(U([))‘+‘” 1)(4-x’ 
d c,E(u(r))‘+’ 
with v = min(2r/(4 - a), (E - r)/(4 - LY)). 
The inequality (15) implies 
E(u(t))bCpE(u(r-n- l))“+y 
Here. 
(15) 
II I 
p,,= c (l+v)‘< i‘ “(I+LJ)‘LI.Y~(l+v)“log(l+v), I -= 0 0 
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and hence 
E(U(l))< jCoE(L4(r -/?- I)))” ’ I”” for ran+ 1. (16) 
NOW, since E(u(/)) is decreasing lim, _ , E(u(r)) exists and hence 
lim ,~*, D(r)=O. Therefore, by (14), lim,-+, E(u(r)) = 0. Thus, there exists 
rCj = T,,(E(u(O)) > I such that C,,E(u( T,,)) <c ‘_ Taking t > T, + 1 and 
II = [f - T,, - I] we obtain from (16) that 
E(u(t))< jc;,E(u(T,,)))“t”” 
6 exp [ ~ ( 1 + 1’)” ) 
<C(T,,)exp(-(1 +v)‘,\. 
The proof is now complete. 
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